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A low-cost Housing Sanitation Project for the deveiopment of improved pit latrines

has been carried out by the Mozwrbican pvernment through the National Directorate

of Housing, in cooperation with the National Directorates of Water and of
Preventtve Medicine, the International Developaent Research Centre (IDRC), Canada,

and the united Nations (UNDP/HABITAT) Project M0Z/79/002.

Priority has been given to low-cost sanitation in unplanned urban areas. Current—

ly employed aethods for latrine building have been studied, and improved construc-
tion methods have been developed to meet basic requirements of hyqiene and safety.

Five simple latrine types have been developed. Several designs were necessary

because of varying aol, economic and social conditions.

ihe types of latrines proposed are as followa:

50 — the iaproved traditional pit
51 - the unlined pit with slab
52 - the lined pit with a slab

53 — the elevated pit

54 — the bore-hole pit

Special mention should be made of the elevated latrine (Type .53), whtch can be

buit in areas with high water tSDles and/or where flooding occurs. until now,

latrine building in these areas has been considered very difficult or impossible.

Jhree of the latrine types are constructed usinq a nonreinforced concrete slab

that can be produced in local workshops at a rate of more than 1000 slabs per

year.

The workshops also construct complete latrines. Project experience, however,

shows that the people themselves have the greatest capacity to build the improved

latrines if the oppropriate building materials are available.
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FORtWORD

This paper is the product of a research project undertaken by the National

Directorate of Houaing (DNH), Mozambique, which was sponsorS by the International
Development Research Centre (IDRC), Canada, and the United Nations (UNOP—HABITAT)

Project MOZ/79/002 “Assistance to Human Settlement Planning.” The Swediah

International Development Authority (SIDA) contributed aibstantially to the

project through the United Natiore by financing the project coordinator through
their program for associated experts.

The purpose of the research was to develop simple but functional latrines for the
population in the auburbs of the Mozambican cities, mainly Moputo and Beira.
Although this project addresaea peri—urban aanitation, the research team believes

that the results are mpplicable to villagea, schools, market placea, and as on,

and maybe also to rural sanitation in nore developed Third World countries.

The outcome of this project was the development of a nurrber of different latrine
types and a method of making latrine slaba fran nonreinforced concrete. These are
preaented in two ~ipendices: “Latrine types and their prefabricated elements” and
“Production of thin latrine slabs of nonreinforced concrete”.

The research has been carried out at the National Directorate of Housing in close
cooperation with the National Directorates of Preventive Medicine and of Water,
through Mr. Noe Chongo, sanitary technician and Dr. Sandy Cairncross, sanitary
eng meer.

This report was prepared by Mr. Bjorn Brandberg, archmtect/buildmng engmneer, who

was also the coordmnator of the project.

Un behalf of the Mozambican government, 1 want to express my gratitude to these
who have contributed to the project.

José Forjaz

Natmonal Director of Housing

Moputo
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FORWARD

Sincp thA first editino of this report was prepar~d, iho q~rines r~rnirct has becoae a

Nat innal Proqrame for the implementat ton of the improved latrmnes presented in this project.

To date, 8,000 latrines have been built. Expansion is expected to inciude all lkizambican

cities and a number of District towns, with a total of around half a million improved latrines.

For the rural areas, alternative technoloqies have to be evaluated, because of differences

in acceos to houding materials, transport and training possibilities.

This second edition contains one small but important amendment. The measurements of the

hote mnuld on page 80 have been changed. Though this chanqe might seem trivial, it is important

for the correct fittinq of the lid.

Jose Forjaz,

t~ecretaryof State for Physical Planning

Maputo, January 1985.



1 • INTR~4iCTTON Nl) ~C1~~.M)

This project origmnated from the experiences and problems related to the First
National tatrmne Builthng Campaign, which was launched on 27 January 1975.

The campai.gn was directed by the Mmnmatry of Health and the Party FRELIP~U, and was

implemented mainly through the Dynasnizing Groups. Althouqh it made a significant
impact on mmproving sanitary conditiona, it also ran irito certamn dmffmculties,
mainly of s technical nature. To solve these, en agreement was smgned between the
National Dmrectorate of Houamng (DNH), and the International Development Research

Centre (IDRC) in May 1979.

in April 1979, another agreement was signed between the natmonal directors of
Water, of Preventive Medicine, and of Housing to Carry out a latrine project, with
the National Directorate of Housing as the coordineting body.

The agreement between the three directorates had no formal status in relation to
IDRC, but formalized the division of responsibility between the Mozastiican Govern-
ment departments.

7



2. IPCANIZATIOI

2.1 Fons! Organization

4 Directing Comaittee was established composed of the national director of each
directorate, with the National Director of Housing formally responsible for the

project.

On a technical level, an Executive Committee was established, composed of three
technicians, one from each directorate. The Executive Committee was responsible

for the implementation of the project, according to the guidelines of the

Direct tng Coinmittee.

the represeotative from the National Housing Directorate (DNH) in the Executive

Comaittee was charged with project coordination.

Policy level

N.D. of
Water

Fig. 1 the practical project organization

PROJECT DIRECTOR

N.D. of
Housing

Exeeut ing
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2.2 Practiesi Organization

While the project was in progress, en organization was developed to coordinate
project &tivities. The field work was implemented by the Directorate of Housing
and monitored by the directorates of Water and of Preventive Medicine.

2.3 Resxircea

The IDRC grant for this project totaled CA $45,550. This was divided into s
DNH—adminimtered part (CA $36,91O) and om IDRC—adinmnistered part (CA $8,64O).

DNH contributed skilled laborers, workers’ foremen, lorry transportation, and a

fully equipped workshop in a barrio (neighborhood) where the latrine slabs were

constructed.

The United Nations Development Programe (UNDP) contributed the project

coordinator and administrative assistance.

The most useful resource in the project was the irtabitanta of the areas where the
project was being conducted. They not only contributed their knowledge and
opiniona, but also helped financially by buying latrmne slabs and complete
latrines. As a consequence, the project workera received continuous feedback

about the problems encountered.

2.4 Personnel

DNH (The National Directorate of Housing)

Formal authority for the project: José Forjaz, architect,
National Director of Housing, chairman of the Directing Committee.

Project coordinator: Bjorn Brandberg (UNOP), architect, building engineer.
DNH representative in the Executive Coinaittee.

Field coordinator: Carlos Macave

Production authority: Alberto Cinquenta*

Material authority: Mario Jeremias Matsimbe*

Transport (driver): Zakarias .]o&o Chenebene (x)

Accountant: Maria Afonso (part time)

Typing: Maria Teresa (UNDP, part time)
Maria Efigenia de Sousa Fernandes (UNDP, part time)

10 workmen*

‘Transferred to the city council of M~,utoduring the project 1/1/1981.
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DNA (Ihe National Directorate of Water)

DNA representative in the Directing Committee: Arnaldo Lopes Pereira,
water engineer, National Director of Water.

DMA representative in the Executive Conimittee: Dr. Sandy Cairncross,
sanitary engineer.

DNMP (The National Directorate of Preventive Medicine)

DNMP representative in the Directing Committee: Jorge Cabral, M.D.,
National Director of Preventive Medicine.

DNt~ representative in the Executive Commjttee: Mr. Noe Chongo, sanitary
technicuan (Mr. Chongo replaced Mr. Luis Pereira da Suva, sanitary engineer,

who replaced Mr. Lii Ah Ken who was the original DNtf representative om
the Executive Committee of the project).
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3. THE PRDJECT

3.1 Preproject Ph~e — Rio!ogicsl Toilets

in the preproject phase, before IDRC particupstion, Mr. Krisno Nimpi~,io (tech.

lic. architect), proposed that composting latrines would ho oppropruate for a
large—scale implementation of self—help sanitatuon. The udea has been more or
less succesafully untroduced in other developing countrues (e.g., Vietnam and

Tanzania). A team was formed to study the propoaal. Supervised by Mr. Lars
Skamris, a nurrber of experimental composting toulets were built and later
evaluated.

However, the present research team came to the conclusion that the designa
proposed in the preproject phase were too complucsted to umplement in lsrge
self—help schemes. Also, the cost was too high, as it exceeded the total coat of
an average dwelling. The prototype also required buildung nateruals not readily
avaulable in Mozambique.

3.2 New HypotPiesia — Isproved Pit Latrines

The main objective for the sanitation project was to develop a technucsl solution

that could be umplemented easuly on a national level in the peri—urban areas of

the cuties, where the need was most urgent.

The solution had to be acceptable to the population and accessible in terms of the
purchaaing power of the reaidents. It would, therefore, have to meet theur feit

needs and as conatitute om umprovement on theur exustung methoda of excreta
diaposal.

However satisfactory ut might ho from a technical or sanitary pount of view, s
technology that could not be umplemented on a wide acale would ho of luttle use
and would certaurily have no chance of contributung to an iaprovement of heaith in
the cutiea.

The most common existung soiutuon was the pit latrune, and the feit need most

commonly vouced by the resudente was for materials to buuld ut in a ssfe,

sanitary, and durable way.
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4. SANITAT!W1 - TIL EXISTIPC SITUATION

As mentioned in the introduction, a reasonably high level of sanitation had been
achieved through the national latrune—buuldung campauge and the work carried out
by the Dynamuzing Groups.

Although latrine designs varued wudely, as many as 80-90% of families in urban
areas aod more organuzed rural areas have access to latrunes. Each family

normally posesses a latrine and communal ones are also found at markets, bus
stops, etc. However, the latrunes are often in bad condition and if they are not
available, tt is usually due to technical reasons.

As the project’s aim was to improve urban sanitation, sites were chosen from three

representative cities: Maputo, Beira, and Perrba.

Pemba

It was observed that approximately 90% of the famulues in the peri—urban areas in

Maputo have their own latrunes, or share ome wuth a neighbor. This is a result of
the work carried out by the Dynamizung Groups and the Ministry of Health.

Since 1975, when the first cholera epidemic occurred, the city council of Maputo

had been providing latrines free of charge to the unhahitants in some selected

areas of the city. The saae type of latrune had also been constructed for

markets, bus stops, and other communal places. So far, 7200 such latrines have

heen hoUt. However, most of these have fallen into disrepair as their average
lifespao is only 3 years.

Beira

Maputo

4.1 Maputo
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The system of providing latrines free of charge to the population is being

questioned as ut does not encourage the rest of the uitabitants to build their

own. Construction of latrunes then becomes the task of the city council thereby

inhibitung the unduviduals from assuming the responsibiluty.

Most existirig latrunes are buult wuth nonpermanent material, hut there are also
large professionally constructed put latrunes made with cement blocks and
reinforced concrete.

Many people feel that latrunes constitute a nuisance. They mention the flues, the
amell, and the risks. Latrines are not only rusky to build; but also, when they

get old, rusky to use as they mught cave in. The buggest diffuculty is, however,

in funding the necessary building materuals. Often, the soul is unstable and
planks are needed to prevent the pit from caving in. However, the wond is subject
to attack by rot and termutea.

The existing latrines are unhealthy because they are umpossibie to keep clean and
ut is impossuble to keap the fiies away. The covers get fouled with excreta, and
thus are ideai sources of hook—worm infection. The safety probiem was especually
serious because children often hesitated to use the latrunes as they are afraid
the structure would collapse and they would faIl in.

The probiem of high water tablea and unatable soul required a special study.

4.2 Beira

Beira is known for having a location that makes sanutation difficult. The flat
and swampy ground has made ut diffucult not only to arrange a proper sewage
system, but also to buuld good latrines. The soil in moet of the area is heavy
day and the water table is fairly high. Sand has been used as landfull over
large areas to provude land more suitable for housing. However, the sand used is
very unstable and tends to cave in easuly. Areas not fulled are frequently
flooded durung the rainy season caising latrunes to overfiow. This has not helped
the reputation of the latrine program.

During the first peruod of the National Latrine Buulding Campaign, there was very
luttle ram. Thousands of latrunes were constructed in Beurs, mostly in areas in
whuch there had been no landfiil. The water table was low, and the day was dry
and hard. When the heavy ramns caine, the latrunes overfiowed and the entire area
was flooded with fecally contaminated water. According to the Provincual Director
of Health, ut is now very difficult to generate enthusiasn for a latrine—building
program in Beurs.

13



4.3 Pete (and other cities)

to tilustrate the special circumstances that can exust, Peaba was chosen as an
exaap le

Pemba is the capital of the most northern coastal province of Mozantnque, and it
is situated mainly on a peninsula with rocka, loose sand, and a high water

table. Most of the citizens have ready access to the beaches. The majoruty of
the population of Pemba is Muslim, and therefore use water for anal cleanuog
followung defecation. Consequently, large n.jrrkers of the population uae the
beaches as a defecation site.

This practice has created a serious pollution prohlein due to the uncrease in the
urban population. As a result, the use of the beach for defecating is now
forhidden. People are asked to build latrines. To guarantee that restrictmons
are followed, guarda are posted at the beach. However, the restructions are not
respected as soul conditiorc are not auitable for latrmnes.

This is partly true in Pemba; the ground is very rocky in soms places and the
water table is high in others. Only in a few places are conditions favorable for
lmtrioe construction.

The problems involved in construction of latrunes in Pemha are not only technical;
social hahits must ho changed as well.

In other cities, situations are generally less dramatic. Some cuties are better
organuzed than others, hut everywhere there are technical problems, and the
latrines are often without lids and diffucult to keep clean.

4.4 Corciusion

Although geographical and cultural differences exist, no serious obstacles to the
use of pit latrioes have been found.

However, covering of the pit is a prohiem, as rot and termutes usually attack any
wooden structure. Hygienuc problema are general where earth fornis the floor close
to the drop hole of the pit. Flues are often a problem.

The practuce of using water for anal cleaninq, or bathung in the latrune building,
can cause sandy soil to become unstable and thus requiring the puts to he
hoed.

It seems practucal to propose a limited number of standard latruoe desmgns
suitable for different conditions. However, wall materials and roofing cao be
selected according to personal preferences and materisls available.
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5. 9JRYEY EF EXISTIPC LATRII&S

Exuatung latrinea have been continually surveyed durung the whole project. These
consist of a put, slab, and superstructure (walls, etc.) plus complementary
elements, such as a place to urmnate, a bucket for toilet paper, and aometuaes a
corner for washing.

5.1 The Pit

The put is normally a simple hole in the ground. Dmmensions vary consuderably
with the amalleat havung a diameter of 60 cm. It takea two people to dig a small
diameter pit as the person in the pit must pass the durt—laden shovel to an
aasustant at ground level to empty it.

The riext most frequent diameter is 1.1 m. This is about the iength of a spade, as
thus one man cao swing the spade whule in the put. The wider diameter meare the
pit cao ho used for a longer period but It is more diffucult to cover and may
present a safety hazard.

In areas with unstable, aoil planks are often used to secure the sudes of the pit,
whmch ma normally square.

Old oil drums, which earlier aught have served as water tanks, are frequeotly used
to prevent the pit from caving in. This is especially common in areas with high
water tables, where the drum is often only partmahly buried in the ground. The
diameter of these drums is about 50 cm and the volume about 200 lutres.

5.2 The Cover

The simple puts are usuaily covered with poles, sheets of scrap matermal, and
sand. Often a kind of box is placed over the hole.

In areas with goed acceas to wond, the nunber and dumensmon of poles are
uncreaaed.

in rural areaa, where scrap material (auch as corrugated uron or asbeatoa sheet)
ma less easily avaulable, the whole pit is coverS with polea in two durections
and then covered wuth grass and soul.

5.3 The Lid

Most latrines tend to have hids to cover the holes and these are often used. Poor
futtung covers, however, allow fhies to fmnd theur way in and out of the pit.
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Fig. 2 Wooden latrune. Note the bio for used anal cleansung paper,
whuch is suhsequeotly buroed. The residents claim that this
reduces the prevaleoce of cockroaches in the pit.

Fig. 3 Latrmne made by a masoo. There is a wonden cover but this has
heen left open. The aspiratioo for a raised seat is widespread
but the seat adds greatly to the coat.
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Fig. 4 The pit is normally in a corner fenced off from the rent of the

plot; this provides privacy, not only for defecating, but often
for Laking a shower.

Fig. 5 The MaputoCity Council constructed 7200 latrines with a pit

diameter of 60 cm and a depth of 2.5 to 3.5 m.

—•-—.. •;~ ~ i
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Wonden box

5.4 The Wails

Scrap aaterial

cover

The pit is always surrounded by walls to guve privacy. The wall materual is ofteo
the same as the house and of unferior quality (generally reed).

When the dwelling is coostructed in more permanent material such as concrete
hlocks or corrugated sheet metal, scrap aaterials are often used.

Poles

Fig. 6 The common way to cover the pit.

pit

Fig. 1 A continuous molderung toilet huult during the preproject phaae.
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5.5 The Ramr

Roofs are very seldom foLind on latrunea. They exiat on the latrmnea constructed
by the city council and in a few other caaea, then of ten in combunatuon wuth a

fiush toilet or a pit latrine with a ruaer for suttung instead of a simple slab.

5.6 The Ventpipe

The only latrines wmth ventpipes were those built durung the preproject phase.

Screened ventpupes were very effect ive in preventung fly breedung and in mat
cases not even larvae were found.
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6. mJILDIPC MRTER1ALS

Latrioes are usually huilt of natural materuals wuth the exception of the scrap

aateriah often used to prevent the soul from falling into the pit.

Access to more durable huuldung materials is restructed becaume of frequent
shortages, the foreugn exchange amtuation, and politucal priorutmes. As laud down

in the Central State Plan, permanent buildung materials are durected in the first
iostaoce to development programs that are economically important to the nat ion.

Cement, for example, is one of the moat important materuala for huildung
industries and planoed urban areas. in the unplanned areas, cement houses are
discouraged as theur permanence hunders future upgradung.

To guarantee the proper use of mnduatrial huuldurig materials, they are dustributed

according to the Ceotral State Plan. Buulding of latrunea in planned and

unphanned areas were mncluded in the proposal for the Central State Plan for 1982

and the prospective indicative plan for the decade 1981—90.

6.1 Wond

Wood available as timber ranges in quality from very soft and susceptible to

weathering, to very hard.

We expect that, in the next few years, hardwood will be in short supply, but an

iodustry is beung developed to supply softwood for use within the country.

Hardwood is sawn for the export aarket and for planned urbanization.

Woodeo pohes are available in the rural areas free of charge. However, they

are expensive to buy in the major cutuea.

6.2 Reed awi Thetch

“Canico” is a kind of reed commonly used as buildung materual in southern

Mozambique. it is usually used for walls together wuth unbarked poles. In some

rural areas, it is also uaed as roof material. In certain swamps, it can ho cut

to huge quantitmes, whereas in the cities ii is expensuve to buy.

Grass, coconut palm leaves, etc. for roofung materual (thatch) are not used very

frequenthy in the urban areas of Maputo and Beira. They are more common in the

smaller cities and the countryside. 4 market exusts, hut one rarely fmnds thatch
aaterial for sale in peri—urban Maputo.
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6.) Sarwi wil Stone

Fine sand is common in southern Mozambique. The sand is, however, not very uaeful
for concrete, as the gram smze is too small.

Ruver send, suitable for concrete, is available in all citues bot transport is a
major problem. Often a four-wheel-drive truck is needed to transport ut from the
sand—pit.

Beach sand is available along the coast. In Bemra, ut has been used as landfull

for urban housing. However, beach sand is often too fine to be used in concrete.

Cruahed stone for concrete ma available. Natural stone is generally not available

in southern Mozambique, whereas ut ma more conimon in the north. Again, transport

is a problem.

6.4 day wil day Products

While day is not readuly available in Maputo, it is the natural soil in Beura.
Red hollow hrmcka are a common, econoniical buuldmng material. Demand is, however,
of ten greater than supply. One problem mentmoned is the large amount of energy
needed for furing the brmcka. Alternative fuels are bemng studied. Clay is also
used for aewage pupea.

6.5 Ce.ert wil Cesent Producta

Mozambique has Africa’s cheapest cement. It ma produced in Maputo, Beira, and
Nacala, and in conaidered a strategic material in the development of the country.
Its export is also important for economuc and political reasons.

Lime can partmally replace cement for buuldung purpoaes. However, hime production
is stull very low and ita use is not common.

Cement is used for making blocka, which are frequently used in suburban housung.

6.6 Asbestos Ceseit

Cement is one of the mngredients in varmous asbestos—ceaent producta produced in
Maputo and Beira. The asbeatos cement is mainly uned for roof ing materual. In

Beira, asbestos cement sewer pmpes are produced.

6.1 Steel wil Steel Producta

A small amount of steel is produced in Mozambique from scrap metal, hut as
quantmtues are not enough to meet the nation’s needa, ut is also iaported.
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Reinforcing steel is rolled in Mozambique. It is generally not evamlable on the
open market.

Corrugated sheet metal is the usual roofing materual used in the perm—urban
areas. However, because its sale is limited, it is beirig replaced by asbentos
cement.
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1. EXPERI~NTSff0 I~SLJLTS

The objective of our experisents was to develop latrmnes approprmate to varmous
curcumstances, and productioo methods.

Experumenta were carrmed out on denugns, coostruction techniques, management

schemes, etc. These are categorized as follows:

— The latrmne slah

— Improved put latrines

— Compost latrunes

— Bore—holes

— Workshops
— Training

- Marketing

A

Fig. 8 Experuments were made wmth ventilated latrines.
Here, a slab did not pass the aecurity test.

t
Ir-

/

7
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1.1 The Latrine Slsb

Research at an early stage of the project showS the need for a prefabrucated
element (slah) to cover the pit. The slab should have the followmng properties,
iS possible:

— Resustance to rot and termutes
- Smooth surface

— Easy to ke~ clean
— Not too expens ive

— Easy to transport

The following materials were consudered:

- Concrete
— Ashestos cement

- Wond

Wood was excluded due to hygienic reaaore as it ma diffucult to keep clean and
hoodworm larvae are liable to hatch in the jointa. Also, availabiluty in the
major cities was an important obatacle.

Developaent work on the anbeatos cement slabn never worked out, due to

administrative diffuculties. This doea not mean, however, that they will not ho

tried in the future. Nevertheleas, they require centraluzed production, wt-iuch

depends ori reliable transport for dustrmbution of the slabs.

Pit desugns

The size and shape (design) of the pit are influenced by the followmng objectives.

1) Long lifetmme, requiring a large volume.

2) Easy to cover, requurung a aaall diameter.

3) Easy and safe to excavate, requuring a shallow depth.

Fug. 9 Pit desugns.

~0 P

1 2
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Object ive 1 conflucta with objectives 2 and 3. Although the volume increases
rapidly with mncreasmng diameter and a larger diameter pit is safer to excavate in
cases where a cave in is possible, it is more diffucult to cover. Therefore, we
compromised with the wudest diameter that we could cover.

In the literature, both round and rectangular slabe are suggested. We chose round
ones because they cao ho easily moved by rolling. As well, a round pit is more
stable than a square one.

Later, we dmscovered that the round slnb could ho used without remnforcement

bars. This not only reduced the weight of the slab bot also coat and product ion
prob lens.

Taking mnto consmderation the digging technuque, it was found that the optimum pit

diameter is 1.10 m - the length of a spade. We estmmated that 20 cm of support
would ho needed at the edges for unlmned pits. Consequently, the diameter of the
slab should ho 1.50 m. For a lined put havmng the same volume, only 5 cm of
support is requmred go that a maximum diameter of 1.20 5. is adequate.

____________ 150 ______________ __________ 120

Unlined Lined

L 2O~ 110 120 [ ~jj~ 110

Fig. 10 Slab dmameters for lined and unlmned pits of 1.10 m diameter
(dmcnensions in centimetres)

Construction

Our first slabs were made wuth conventmonal steel—reinforced concrete at a factory
for precast concrete products.

Althouqh the slaba were well constructed and passed safety tests, prohlems were
encountered during transport to the dwelling area. The slabs were dangerous to
take down from the truck as they wemghed about 300 kg. The workers, therefore,
dropped them from the truck, which caused many of thea to crack in spite of all
their remnforcement.

Also, in Mozambique, transportmnq the large number of slabs requmred ma very

expensive and difficult.
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The Cooical Form

As reioforcemeot bars are uinported and expensive, we attempted to find a way to
reduce the amount of reunforcement. By making the slabs conucal, we could obtaun
ring tensions in the periphery and compressuon in the centre. The ring—reunforced
slab proved to ho very strong; it did not breSc even when loaded with 600 kg.
After this experience, it was decided to try to produce a slab wuthout any

reinforcement, which would require less quality control during manufacturung.

No Remnforcement

The first experumeots with nonreunforced slabs were successful. Test—loading

showS that nonremnforced slaba made from a mixture of 1 : 2 : 14 (volumes of
cement, sand, and 0.5—inch stooe, respectively), and with a rine of 10 cm to the
centre, sustauned the weight of about nune persons.

The question now was whether to introduce mans production. The project team was

aware that a nurrber of factors would mnfluence the strength of the concrete. A
nonremnforced slab behaves more preductably than a reinforced one. Once checked,
it cao only become stronger as the concrete cures. Reinforced concrete sometimem
loses its strength.

ror example, the atmosphere withun a put rapidly corrodes iron if the uron is

not properly covered wuth compacted concrete. This meam that, although a
reinforced slab may pass strength tests after manufacture, after some years the

iron rods may corrode and remult in the nlab collapsing. The team therefore
concluded that it would be nafer to produce nonreinforced slabs as long as each

was test-loaded.

Test Loadmng

The method devmsed to test-bad a slab was to have several people stand on top of
iS. Normally, a latrune is uned by only one pernon at a time. However, up to
three persons may stand on the slab at one time in exceptuonal cases - for

example, when two people assist an old or nick person. Choosing a safety factor

of two for this exceptional cane, ut was concluded that test-boadung wuth six

persons should provide an adequate margun of nafety.

To simulate adverse conditions of support, the slab is placed on four wooden

wedges equally spaced around the perimeter.

Clearly, failure of a slab in use would have serious consequences. Thus, every

slab must be test-loaded in this way with sux persons. Moreover, six persons

is the minimum staff requured for a slab-productuon workshop.

Because the slabs are normally tested 1 week after casting, a further safety

factor is added when the concrete reacties uts full strength after 4 weeks. To

ansure that each slab really gets test—loaded, they were not stored vertically

until tested. It has been easy to mauntaun this routine.
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Fig. 11 The correct posmtmon for test—loading according to the accepted

practuce in the project. Each slab is tested wuth a bad of sux
persons.

Alternatuve Remnforcement

Due to doubts about the nonreunforced sbab, ferroceaent was used as an
alternative. None of the chicken wire—remnforced slabs, however, passed the
loadung test, probably because the chmcken wire did not albow the concrete to be
fully compacted.

Chicken wure also turned out to ho time—consumung to cut and to fit unto the

conmcal form. Also ut was expensuve and often dmfficult to obtain.

Becauae the experumenta wuth nonreinforced concrete were successful, further

experiaentation wmth alternative reunforcement was abandoned.

Corrosion of the Slab

A sermous problem with sewers made of concrete is suiphide attack, decomposution

of the concrete caused by hydrogen sulphude (H2S) and sulphuric acmd (H2504).

Humud latrunes mught present smmiluar condituons. The risk of attack weakening

our latrune slabs was the subject of a special study.

In a sewer, sulphmde attack normally appears in the top (“crown”) and at the

waterlune. In the case of a latrmne, waterline corrosuon doen not exust. The

crown corrosion could theoretucally appear. A common method to prevent this type
of corrosion in smaller sewers is the mntroductuon of vent holes at every 200 m.
The normal latrine should guve a correspondmng degree of ventilation.

To get an udea of the rate of sulphide attack, the luds of septuc tanks have been

examuned. Very old luds (30 — 50 years) showS a corroaion depth of about 1 cm.
It is, however, suspected that these luds were made from cement of lower qualuty
than that now avaubable.

t

t S
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Lids of modern septic tanks with an age of ~out 10 years showed corrosion to a

depth of between 0 and 1 mm. Becaise these lids were cast using a similar

technique to that for the slabs, it was conciuded that there is littie risk of our
slabs weakening due to suiphide atteck.

The Final Design

Slaba are produced in two diameters: 1.5 and 1.2 in. Both have a slight conical

form and are made of nonreinforced concrete. The verticel digtence from the

center of the sl~ to the base is 10 cm for large slaba and S cm for the smaller
ones. The slabs are between 4 and 5 cm thick.

Fig. 12 Overall form

centirnetres)

Around the hole, an area 10 cm wide is sloped inwards to assure that faeces are

washed into the latrine, whereas the rest of the slab slopes outwards. The

sloping surfaces dry quickly and dirt normally does not atay on the slab. The
outward slope of the slab keeps the pit from filling up with ram and with earth

carried by wind or ram, or from sweeping the ground. Footresis are also

mncorporated into the design to position the user correctly in relation to the

ho le.

To reduce fly breeding and odours, each slab has a tight-.fitting lid that covers

the hole. The lid has a handle made of 6—tam diameter reinforcing steel.

Materials

For production of slabs, the following materials are needed:

32 kg cement

65 kg river sand
50 kg 13-m crushed stone

60 cm 6—madiameter reinforcing iron

These quantitmes are an averege for small and large slaba not inciuding

wastage,whmch is estimated at 10%.

40 45

II.,fo Ir — 150

of 1.5 in slab showing conical form (dimensions in
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Fmne sand, paper, and string are also required for making the ii~ulds.

The fmne sand can often (in Maputo) be t~cen from the site. Beach sand would do
if kept humid. When this is not possible, fine plaster sand is perfect. Used
plaster sandcan be recycled, if sifted; or it can be used for blockmaking.

Cost

Recommended manpower requirements are as follows:

— 3 men can make eight slabs per day;

- 2 men can make 11dm and footrests;
— 1 man helps with transport of slabs; and

— 1 man guards the work piece during the night

They work 8 hours/day and 5 days/week (Saturdaye are for cleaning up).

Productmon: 8 x 5 40 slaba/weekor 160 slebs/month

months/year, 160 x 11 1760 slab8/year

Salarmes: Foremen: 5000 MT/month*

Workinen and guard: 2250 MT/month

12 [5000 + (6 x 2250)] 222,000 MT/year

Coat manpower/slab: 222,000/1760 = 126 MT/siab

Cost of materials:

and, assuming 11 working

2 slabs can be produced per sack of cement
100 MT/sack (including transport, estimated) = 50 MT/slab

Sand 50 MT (inciuding transport, estimated) = 50 MTIslab

[otal material coat: 100 MT/slab

~‘Total” average coat per siab:

Slabs are sold for 500 Mi for the 1.50-m—diameter size and 350 MT for the
1 .20—m—diameter size.

Manpower

Materials

126 MT

100 MT
Total 226 MT

* One Canadian dollar is 30 meticals (MT)
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Fiq. 13 Slabs for sale at the workshop. At the time of wrutung (October
1982), over 1500 slabs have been sold, and sales continue to
improve.

1.2 I~roved Pit Latrines

The survey of sanitation in Mozambique and the technical survey of exuntung

latrines, convunced the research team that improvung the pit latrunes is both

possuble and necessary iS nanitation is to umprove in peru—urban areas, especually

in the two major cuties of M~uto and Beira.

The Design of the Puts

To umprove the desu~i of the pits, we experimented with dufferent shapes for

different wil conditions.
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Fig. 14 A proper slab is not always enough. Here the put caved in after a

heavy raunfall, due to unstable soil. The put was repaired in a

few hours by removing the slab, coverung the faeces wuth sand and
then linung the put wuth cement blocks.

The Normal Case

When the noU is faurly stable, the slab can ho laid over the standard

1.1—m—duaaeter pit. Generally, this presents no problems but, in a few cases, the

put caves in during a heavy raunfall. Whenever this happens, the slab can ho

removed, the feces covered with soul, and a lunung installed to support the slab

?nd prevent the pit from collapsing; or the latrune can be moved to a better
site. The same slab cnn, of course, be used again in either case.

For Looner Soul

Puts in booser soil (sandy soul) must ho lined wuth blocks. Jounts just fulled

with sand have worked well when the pit is round. The upper two courses (layers)
are set wuth cement mortar to prevent flues from entering the pit if the surface
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noU us washed away. This also makes it ensier to put the slah in place. Also,
in such cases, the slab only needs 5 cm support around the edge, making the

effectuve put diameter 1.4 m.

As the diameter

reduced wuthout
pit safer. The
fors.

The siaplest way to line a round pit is to stack cement blocks

wuthout any mortar. The round fors automatically gives the pit

stabubity and the open jounts albow water to unfiltrate the soul.

of the put is now uncreased by 0.3 m, the depth of the pit can be

decreasing the volume. Reducung the depth also makes duggung the

volume can be increased further by givung the lunS pit a “bottle”

Experiments have been done in which only the upper part of the pit was lined.
This has been possuble only when the blocks are set in cement mortar. Experiments

with top lunings with compacted sand have been very stabbe in the beginnung, but

tend to fall when the soul is subject to heavy rauns. As tcp lunungs require
careful construction, which is diffucult to control, we do not recommend them.

Fig 15
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Where ut is Duffucult to Dug

Where looae soil condutuons prohubit the excavatuon of a deep put, elevated puts

have been buult. In these conditions, the pit is dug as deep as possible, lined

wuth concrete blocks with the lunung continuung above the level of the ground and
back-filled wuth the excavated soul. The result has been posituve, as long as the

blocks above the ground level are set un mortar. The team experimented wuth
layung blocks without mortar. This method was abandoned as it gave flues access

to the pit through cracks exposed by ram.

Fig. 16 Where ut is duffucult

method in the name as

contunued up past the
ground, normally two,

to dug, elevated puts have been used. The

for unstable wil, except that the put is

ground—level. Cournes of blockn above

are set in nurtar.

Elevated puts have been used for areas wuth a very high water table. Here, the

water table has been penetrated 20 — 40 cm and the result han been latrunen that
are free from flues as long as they retaun a scum—free water surface in the put.

However, when too much solid aatter and paper are untroduced, a scua layer has
provuded a breedung ground for “solduer flies” (bluebottlen).

r
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Elevated latrines are also useful in areas subject to fboodung as long as care is
taken to carry the blockwork up above the maximum probable f lood level.

Improvement of Existung Latrines

When improving existung latrines, the pit itself of ten doen not present any
problems. However, placung a new slab over the pit can ho duffucult. The first
proposal was to place a 1.5—m slab on top of the existung pit. Experuaents,

however, showS that the edges of the old put often were weak.

This problem was solved by placung a smaller, 60-by—60—ca slab (desugned for

bore—hole latrunes) over the existing latrine. This solutuon presupposes that the

exustung structure is strong enough to support the slab (35 kg) and the person

usung it.

In areas where cement is not available, existing latrunes could be improved usung

a wooden box wuth a separate frame for the foot—rests (Latrine Type SO, Section

7.3). This design has the advantage of beung lughter, and the saae technuquen are
used in its constructuori. It also has elevated foot—reats (whuch prevent

hookworm) and a lid that keeps out flues.

The soil in southern Mozambique is fune sandy soul, normally completely free of

stones. In some areas, the water table is also deep (more than 30 m). Onder

these conditions, we can use bore—hole latrinen.

To improve latrines where the put was diffucult to upgrade, but the superstructure

was in goed condution, bore—hole puts have been trued successfully. As the

latrines nearly alwayn have a place for washung, there is always space for at

[east one bore—hole put.

Experiments have been made wuth duametera of 15 — 40 cm. Small diameters are

quick to druil, but also full up quuckly; larger diameters requure an aiger that
is quite heavy. It seems that 30 cm is an optumail diameter. However, deep holes

with diameters of 30 cm and more are large enough for a chuld to fall in. To

prevent this, a small nmb with a socket has been designed (see page 75). The

socket should be placed on the ground before the excavatuon starts. Excavated

soil is placed around it to prevent ram water from enterung the put, and when the

hole is deep enouqh, the slab is placed on the socket and sealed with cement.

To extend the life of a latrine, two or more holes have aometumes been drilled at

the same time. In those cases, the holes not in use have been covered wuth slabs

with no openings. When the first hole is fulled, the alabs are shufted. Usung

these double latrines as compost latrunes was also consudered. This idea is
described in Section 7.4.
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7.3 St&ulard Types of Letrin. Pita

The experuments we have descrubed above have resulted in f ive standard types of

improved puts:

50 — The taproved tradituonal put,

S1 - The unlined p ut wuth a slab,

52 - The lined put with a alab,
53 - The elevated pit,

54 - The bore-hole put.

Fug. 11 Latrine put type 50
The improved tradutuonal put.

Latrine put type 50

The traditional latrune that the people buuld at present has been modufied with a
“box” for the hole and a lid to make ut a bit nure duffucult for the fIles to fund
their way into the latrune.

The box can be prefabricated at a local workshop or a central factory and

distributed to the barruos where ut cnn ho used for improving exusting latrines.
It can also ho used for the construction of new ones. The box could ho guven free
or sold at a nominal price.

The frame wuth the foot-rests is separate and rests om the wil.
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4 ,1;
Fig. 18 Latrine pit type 51. The unlined pit wuth a slab for stable soul.

Latrine type 51

Latrine type 51 is the first and sumplest in a series of latrunes usung the

prefabricated slab described in the previous chapter.

To construct a type 51 latrine, one digs a hole 1.1 a in diameter (the length of a

normal spade) and covers the hole with the slab. WalIs to guve privacy can be

built of any material. A roof may ho aided if desured.

Concrete slab

~rLud

— t

1 Earthen walbs

S
0

S
t-’
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Latrune put type 52

Lid

This latrine can ho buult in unstSle mail. The linung permuts the diameter of

the pit to be greater, which euther guves a longer lufetume or allows a reduced
depth with the same lufetime.

The slab can, of course, be reuned for a new latrine when the put, after about 10
years, is fulled, but the name hole can be reused uf it is allowed to rest 1 year

to eliminate pathogens before reduggung.

To construct a type 52 latrune, a 1.60—m—diameter pit us dug, and the walls lunS

with cement blocks. These can be Imud wuth open joints up to the last two

courses. Once the slab is in place the edges are sealed wuth cement to keep out
flies and cockroaches.

To further uncrease the volume, the pit

depth of 1.80 m. The cement blocka are

two courses, the diameter ia reduced to
“bottie” form uncreases the life of the

can be dug 1.80 m in diameter and to a

laud wuth 5—cm open jounts. For the top
fit the diameter of the slab. This
latrune.

Concrete slab

Fig. 19 Latrune put type 52. For less stable soiln.
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Fug. 20 Bottle-form’ type 52 latrune.

Bottle—form type 52

The bottle-form type 52 latrune has become very popular. In the begunnung, the

project workmen protested becmuse of the large volume — there was so much to dug.

However, the expected life of this Iatrune type is about 25 years. Today the
client is asked to dig the put. We provide him with a stick that is 1.80 m long -

the depth and diameter of the put. When this ua done, the workmen from the

workshop stack up neven courses of cement bloeks (lo x 20 x 40 cm) against the
wall of the pit, leavung the jounts open. With 40 cm blocks, ut takes 11 blocks

per courae. For the last two courses, the vertucal jounts are gradually cbosed

and are fumled wuth cement mortar to fit the slab, whuch is actually smaller than

the inner diameter of the put.

In case of high water tables, the depth of the put can ho reduced and the luning

can be built above ground level as for type 53 latrunes (Fug. 21).

________-- ~ 1.80m
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Type 53 latrine

The type 53 latrune can be constructed where a deep put us impossible to dig due
to a high water table or other obstacle. The wide diameter meana that the put

will have a reasonable lufetime even when very shalbow. It can also ho guven a
“bottle” form to increase the put volume and lifetime.

In areas where the ground water is not suutable for domestuc use, we recommend

that the put penetrate deeply unto the water table. Thus guves the put more

volume, the water helps to dugest the sludge as in a septuc tank, and both of

these factors extend the Iufetime of the pit. Also, in some cases, these latrunes
are free of fluea as fly maggots cannot develop in water.

To conatruct a type 53 latrune proceed as wuth type 52, but start by sealung the

jounts between blocks wuth cement at ground level. Otherwuse, the luquud contents

mught leak out through the open jounts, and fluea and cockroaches would have

access to the pit.

Fig. 21 Latrine put type 53. The elevated put.
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Latrine pit type S1~

When you have a stable sandy soil and

access to on earth alger, 5 bore—hole

latrine can be used.

The bore-hole latrine has a lirnited

lifetime because of the small volume of

the pit. Its advantage is that it needs

little space and consequently can be

used for improving an existing latrine

when the old pit is filled or cannot be
adequately repaired.

Often, a corner for one or two

bore—holes can be found, which saves
money and space by not building new

walls. Experience shows is that even

the simplest wails coat more than the
pit and the 8lab.

To construct a bore-hole latrine, place

the base in the place where the hole is

to be located. This will protect the

edges of the bore—hole and will prevent

anyone from falling in. The soil

excavated can be spre~i around the b~e

and, if necessary, used to fill in the

old pit. When the hole is deq enough,

place a 60—by—60—cmslab on top of the
base and seal the edge with cement to

keep out insects, as is ckne for the

other types of latrines.

Fig. 22 Latrine pit type S4.

The bore-hole pit.

Base

51mb with lid

Fili

/30 cm -

~:-

/

~
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7.4 Ci~ost Latrimcs

Originally the project aimed at introducing biological treatment (composting) in
Mozarrbique. In the preproject phase, some double compartment and continuous
moldering latrines were built.

Once the slab technique was developed,simplified double co.npartmentlatrines were
also constructed.

Preproject Compost Latrines

During the preproject period, the following types of latrines were constructed:

Double cosnpartment compost latrine

Continuous moldering latrine

Hultibore-hole latrinea

The first two latrine types were extremely complicated and thus expensive. As the
compartments are large (2 m

3), it will take many years before we can evaluate how

well they function as compost latrines.

Vietnamese Latrines

Eight double compartment latrines with urine separation, or Vietnamese latrines,

have been constructed.

In the beginning, there was much resistance to this new type; the masons did not

like to construct thea and the families did not want to have them. All preferred

the elevated latrine that had also been built in the same area.

After a few months, the trend changed. People wanted the Vietnamese latrines

instead of the elevated. However, it ia too early to draw any conciusions about

their acceptability becajse (1) the elevated latrines, not being permanent, were

built with reed wails (canico), ~ereas the Vietnamese latrines, being permanent,

were provided wtth walls of cement blocks, and (2) only one of the Vietnamese

latrines bas yet reached to the stage where it is necessary to empty a

compartaent — the material removed was liquid and not at all attractive.

Visual rnonitoring shows that these latrines attract lots of flies (bluebottles)

and that the contents are far from solid or soil—like. The urine effluent does

not seem to be ~preciatS and cannot ho used, as in Vietnam, for irrigat ton

because urinary bilharzia is prevalent.
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Compost Bore—hole Latrines

Although bore—hole latrines have a small volume, they are easy to make and occupy

luttle space. Two or more holes cnn ho made at the name time.

A movable squattung plate was made and solud lids were cast for holes not in use

to prevent people from usung more than one hole at a time. When all the helen

were fulled, the family was supposed to ask for a new hole to ho drilled.

1-lowever, often the famuly notuced that the fecal matter lost volume during the

moldering process, and again put the squatting place over the first hole untul ut
was completely fulled. When all holes were fulled, the family buult themselves a

tradutional latrine with a slab bought from the workshop so as not to be bothered

wuth latrunes for mcme years.

Fig. 23 Our version of the Vuetnamese latrine.
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Fig 24 Here, two 3O—cm—diameter bore—hole puts have been buult sude by

side. When the furst put is filled, the slabs are shufted. When

the second pit is fulled, we untend to bore out the first again.

The bowl in the middle is a urinal wuth a hole in the bottom and a

draun beneath. The habit of urine neparation exunted pruor to the
latrine project.

Thus problem may arise due to bad monutoring but it also ullustraten a weak pount
of double compartment latrunes. One cannot ho sure that people will use thea
properly which may result in health hazards while emptying thea.

Another problem wuth the borehole compost latrine is that scrap aaterual that
occasuonally falls in the pit maken it duffucult to bore in the name place a

second time.

The Double Put

Thanks to the latrune program, it became easy to make a stable put (Type 52). By

usung the small slabs, one could end up wuth a put of reasonable volume in a

faurly small space. As an experument, we made some double puts where one of the
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slabs had no hole. This could ho a solutuon for those familues who want a compost

latrune to provude valuable fertuluzer.

As it taken quite a long tume to fill up a put, we have not been able to evaluate
the latrine in teras of compost production. After ft years of service, the first

puts buult are atill only half fulled.

7.5 The Latrine Workshop

During the field work, our workshop was in operation continuously for the
constructuon of our experumental and “comaercial” latrines.

Because local productuon was one of the objectuves of this project, the workshop
itaelf was monitored, as an experiment.

The followung aspects were studied:

productuon,
transport,
personnel, and

buildings,

physical organizatuon,
equupment

adaunustrat ion,
male,

_Ï ~‘~I;;

Fig. 25 The double pit.
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Productuon

The first objective of the workshop was to establish a location for construction

of experumental latrunes.

To fund out whether cinmercual production of the slabs on an open market was

possuble, productuon was started on a small scale.

Because sales of slabs were erratic and many famulues had technucal duffucultues

when buildung their own latrunes, latrunes were offerS for male as complete
units. However, not enough complete latrunes were produced and many orders must

stijl be filled.

About 50 slabs/month were produced, which uncludes slabs for complete latrunes.

The 10w production us not due to the capacity of the workshop, but to low demand.

There has never been any dufficulty producung as many slabs as could ho sold; only

in producing complete latrines.

Product ion capacity wuth mix persons is about 1760 alabs/year at a rate of 8

slabs/day. As an average, one could estumate the productuon at 1000 slabn/year

and use the rest of the capacity to buuld complete latrunes for whuch experuence
shows a good market as long as buulding materuals can be guaranteed.

Transport

Although transport of buuldung materual to the workshop has been provuded free of

charge, it has been unciuded in our coat estumates.

Transport of purchased slabs was not provuded at the begunnung of the project.

Since most familues had duffuculty arrangung transport, a hand—pulled, two—wheeled

cart was unciuded in the equupment at the workshop. Men from the workshop helped
to transport the slab (free of charge) for the purchaser.

Records of local deluverues were kept. They unducate that the workshop han had an
influence over a raduus of several kilometers, more than what is economical
consuderung transport. About 50% of the slabs have been installed less than 500 m

from the shop. It seems that 1000 m us a reasonable maximum distance for local
deluverues. This means that an average distance of 2 km between workshops is

reasonable from the point of view of transport.
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CO*%.E1E LATRH&S (X)NSTRUCT(D BY IIE P~L]ECÏ (NDVE~R1961)

Type

Slab
diameter (in) Experumental

Ni.inber
Commercual Total

Type SO

Improved

traditional — 6 — 6

Type 51 1.20 7 2 9

Linlined put
with slab 1.50 23 2 25

Type 52 1.20 3 6 9
Lined pit

with slab 1.50 3 30 33

Type 53 1.20 — —

Elevated pit

with slab 1.50 17 — 17

Type 54 0.15 3 — 3
Bore-hole pit* 0.20 2 - 2

0.30 3 - 7

0.35 1 — 1

Double put 1.20 3 — 3

Vietnamese pit 5 3 8

Total 76 47 123

*Dlameters refer to the hole.
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As most sales are made at the end of the nonth (after payday), there is a queue
for the cart at this time. It is therefore proposed to have two carts per
workshop, even though one is suffucient for the average volume of sales.

Admunustration

The experumental workshop kept records on almost all the details of production.
Special forma have been fulled out for each slab and each latrune. The financial
transactions required bookkeepung.

As a result of the record keepung, sumplufued routines for new workshops are at
present beung developed and tested. It us not recommended that a “commercual”

workshop have more than the sumplest form of bookkeeping.

It is important to depend as luttle as possible on central adainistration; ut is

also neceasary to control productuon particularly because restructed buildung

materuals will ho distrubuted.

- - - «R~:T~H~~c:

Fig. 26 Here, a slab is transported from the workshop to the purchaser

on a two—wheeled cart. One man from the workshop assusts.
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Buildings

The present workshop has three rooms, each ~proxumately 4 x 4 in. One served as
an office; the second for the workmen’s needs; and the thurd as a storage room for
moulds, augers, and no om. A small 2 x 4-m room, and a 4 x 6-in storage space were
used for storing cement and the cart.

Although the buuldungs have adequately net out needa, future workshops will need

less space as they will not ho carrying out research. We estiaate the needs to
be:

Offuce and personnel room (3 x 4 m)
Storage room (3 x 7 in)

For security reasons, and to protect the cement from humiduty, the buuldung should
be erected wuth solud walis, doors, and roofung. The floor should be 15 om above
the ground wuth a ramp to allow the cart to eaaily enter even when loaded.

Castung yard

The canting yard is about 20 x 20 in, which has been sufficient for united
production of slabs. For full production of 7 — 8 alaba/day, with a 1—week

hardening period before the slab is taken out of the pile, more space is needed.
Because sand and stone were stored at a considerable dustance from the place of
casting, this resulted in extra transport costa.

An udeal castung yard for intensive production of alabs could measure 18.5 x 34 in,
includung a place to keep aand and stone. Lens space would do, but would make
product ton slower.

However, ut also should be kept in mud that the workshop staff mught have to do
more than produce slabs. Therefore, more land should be reserved for the sale of
miscellaneous buuldung materuals.

Personnel

Approximately 13 peraons, uncludung monutors and a full-time driver, were employed
at the experimental workshop. Becouse of admunustratuve duffucultues, we did not
employ the optimum nudoer of worknen omd always had customers wautung for
“commercual latrunes”.

Safety control of slabs requures aix persons. This is, therefore, the minimum
staff requured during the day at the workshop. In aldution, a night guard is
requured.
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Fig. 27 An example of how a small casting yard (17.5 x 22 in) could be

organuzed.

To start up a workshop, a day—time staff of six is recommended: one foreman (a
mason who would also to do suunpler admunistratuve work), four workmen, and one
person for transport — wuth a night—time guard, making a total staff of neven.

These men, when well trauned, ahould be able to produce about 8 slabs/day, or 1760
slabs/year. Because this will ho more than they can seil unitially, commercual
construction of complete latrunes parallel to the alab production is also
recommeded.

Equ upinent

A few special moulds are requured for the slab production. These can be produced
locally. For local transport, a wheelbarrow and a two—wheeled cart are neetied.
You also need spades for dugging pits and mixing concrete. Funally, mason’s tools
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and a pair of scissors are needed. There should always ho a spare set of
important items that night breSc or dusappear.

A complete list for the aux—persori workshop is as foliows:

For transport: 2 two—wheeled hand carta
2 wheel barrows

Moulds: 10 sheetmetal moulds, 1 .50 in diameter
10 sheetmetal noulds, 1.20 n diameter
2 arch formers, 1.50 in
2 archa formers, 1.20 in

10 hole—noulda
2 foot—rest noulds.

Tools: 6 apades
1 pickaxe (more uf the ground us hard to dug)

6 trowels, medium suze

3 trowels, small suze

2 floor trowela

2 hammers
2 paura of tongs
2 paira of acissors

7.6 Training

As new nethods have been developed un the project, ut has been necessary to
inplement a training component.

When project results began to justufy ut, systematic training began. The training
program was not lumuted to local workers as the project wushed to support
sanitat ton umprovenents in other cuties. Traunees were urivited from Beurs, Penta,

and Chimoio.

Because of a lack of hotel acconmodatuon, only a few traunees could ho supported.
the course aised at training two worknen and one supervuaor from each city in
making slabs, buuldung latrunea, and takung care of the workshop. 4 complete
training session [asted 30 days and the project’s workmen and supervisors served
as the teachers.
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Experience drawn from conductung the courae was as follows:

1 . The trainees sent from the provuncea generally were at a very low
educatuonal level. Sone of them could not real or write.

2. The traunees arruved days and even weeks later than expected.

3. Lodgung of traunees was difficult as the hotel sutuatuon in Moputo us
poor and late arruvala caused extra problens.

4. Comnnunication wuth the provinces was dufficult.

5. The trainees arruved wuthout working clothes even though the

invutation stated that ut was a practucal course.

6. The traunees had luttle duffuculty in learning the practucal aspects
of the course, even those with luttle technucal background. In fact,

the workmen from Penba made slabs more skullfully than our own masons
after only a few days.

7. the traunees contributed constructuvely to the project by confuraing

or critucuzung propoaed aolutiona in relation to local curcumstances
in the provinces.

8. The administrative aspecta of the project presented duffuculties,

dependung on, first, the level of the trainees and, second,
adminustrative routines that are too complex.

For future courses, ut is necesaary, first, to defune the level of the traunees

(whtch is very duffucult) and, second, to specufy that they need clothes for

practucal work. The experiment showS that the new technology is easy to
transfer, even by untrained unstructors.

7.7 Coaercialuzatiom — Ecorusy

To be effective, a latrune—buuldung progras should be self—funanced by salea. It

is essentual that the price of the latrunem be acceptable to the community.

In the past, latrune slabs have been offerS for sale wuthout any attenpt to
convunce people to buy them. The pruce has been set to cover all real costa,
includung a small profit for unexpected expenses.
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The lack of sales was a bottle—neck in the begunnung and, consequently, has been
the subject of a special atudy. No attempta whatsoever have been made to push
sales. It is expected that sales will umprove once ut is decided to mobuluze the
population as was done during the Natuonal Latrune Buuldung Campaugn.

Inquurues also unducated that people want better latrunes and are wulling to pay

for thea, but of ten have difficulty paying the whole sun at once.

A credit system was worked out wuth the cooperatuon of a local bank. However, the
scheme was never inplemented as the bank backed out at the last nunute. Besidea,
tradutional forma of savung, auch as the rotating credit associatuons that exust
in towns all over Africa, can ho used to overcone the shortage of ready cash.

Sale of Slabs

The first step was to offer Iatrune slabs for sale. No announcements were made

except to inform the local authoritiea in the neighborhood (the Dynamizung Group)
about the posaibuluty. Records of sales were kept, which showS an uncrease in
sales from about Slmonth in the beginnung to over 100 by October 1982. In the
first 23 months, a total of 492 alaba were sold.

Inquiry

As the sale of slabs durung the first montha was low, a survey was conducted to
fund out the reason.

- In a block of 73 households, 66 familues were intervuewed.

— 48 of the families knew that alabs were being offerS for
sale, 18 did not.

- 42 of them had seen the alaba at the workshop, 1 had heard
through the Dynamizing Group and 2 had heard about it from

other persona.

— 30 of them knew the pruce, 20 did not.

- After being told the pruce (350 MT for the 1.20—in-diameter

and 500 MT for the 1.50—m-diameter), 6 found ut was too

expensuve, 18 cheap, and 34 reasonable.

— 12 had seen the slaba unstalled at a home and 19 had seen
the deunonstratuon latrines at the workshop.

— All of them inducated that they wanted to buy a alab.
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Fug. 28 The monthly sale of latrine slabs from the experimental castung

yard in Maxaquene ahowung the increase in sales wuthout

mobiluzatuon of the population.

- Aaked how much they would be prepared to pay to buy a alab on an

unatallment purchase, they replied as followa:

25 MT/month —

50 MT/month —

100 MT/unonth —

150 MT/month —

200 MTfmonth —

250 MT/month —

300 MT/month —

350 MT/month -

500 MT/nonth -

No answer —

1 family
9 families

27 familues

6 families

11 famulies

5 familues

4 familuea
1 famuly
1 fanuly

1 famuly

- Concerning a collectuve ban to a group of faailies, 63 were

posituve whereas 3 did not like the udea.
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— 42 aaid that they would buy a latrine uf they had aithoruzatuon to

buuld a new house, 32 would buy uf the slaba were cheaper, and 50

if the workshops could arrange transport.

A quantitative interpretatuon of the unquiry guvea a far more posutuve pucture of

the sutuation than reasonably could ho true. It us therefore dangerous to draw

serious concluaiona from making a aurvey.

It is untended to follow—up the inquiry with a pubot credit ayatem together wuth a

bank (Banco Popular de Desenvolvumento); however, the bank backed out un the

end, so the syatem was never tried.

The only apecifuc measurem taken as a reault of the inquiry were that we orderS a

two-wheeled hand-pushed cart, and we uncluded transport in the price of the alaba.

Sale of Complete Latrunea

At the start of the project, requests for complete latrines had already been

receuved. This was found to be an unterestung way to pubbicuze the new
technology. So the project team atarted buulding “commercual latrunes”, for whuch

the client paud materual and labour cents. The “experumental latrunes” were paud

for by the project.

Of 49 commercual latrinea, 36 were Type 52, whuch meana that they had puts luned

wtth blocka.

The general shortage of cement bbocks is one explanation of this type’s

popularity. Others found it diffucult to buuld a block—luned pit themaelves and

therefore pefered the comunercual type.

there is, however, a waitung lust for “comaercial latrunes” that has existed since

the project began. This is important, becaume thua demand provudes economic

securuty for the workshop people; they will not run nhort of work.

Econonnic Aspects

Although there are records of all the activutiem of the workshop, the fact that

experimental actuvuties were conducted makem it uunpomsible to accurately conpare
costa.

The slabs are mold for 500 MT and 350 MT, for 1.5—in and 1.2—in slaba

respectively, or an average of 425 MT. The average production cent (labour,
material, and transport) ua 225 MT, whtch us 52% of the productuon coat, and the

remaunung 48% would reasonably cover the overheada much as equupment,

adminustratton, etc.

Complete latrunes are sold for the commercial pruce of the buuldung

materiala(though the workshop can buy it cheaper) plus babor. This selling pruce
is not enough to cover the overheads.
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Concluauon

For proper evaluatuon of the funancual aspects of a workshop, it is important not
to combune technucal experimentatuon wuth econounuc experimentation.

There is also the questuon of subsudiea. At present, the city councul is

providung latrunea free of charge in some areas. Because sewer syatens are often

subsudized, latrines could also reasondoby deaerve a aubsidy.

lt is not dear whether the workshops can be 100% self—financed. 1f they

cannot, how should the subsidies ho adminustered?

7.8 Vertilation Pipes for Fly Control

Reports from Zimbabwe show an unportant reductuon of fbues from put latrunem usung

screened ventilation tubes.

Female fluem aeekung to lay theur eggs are attracted by the ameli from the vent

pipe, but are unable to pass the screen. Should any enter, the lught from the

tube attractm the young flues tryung to eacape from the pit. Judgung from

experiences in Zimbabwe, the flues die in the pupe and fail back unto the latrine.

There is no reason to doubt the unpact of the pupe, if ut is properly built and
properly acreened. There is also goed reason to believe that it essentually

reducea the amell because wind cajaes an updraught in the tube. A number of

vent ilated latrines that have been buult by the project are confurming this

theory.

The weak pount in this solution is the lufetume of the nesh. Glams fibre or

stainless steel in recommended. 1f memh is not used, or is broken, the

ventilation pipe mught ho an easy wmy for the flues to enter unto and out of the

latrune.

Another risk is that the reduced mmebl would make people forget to replace the lid

over the hole.

In Mozambique, at present, two types of fly—mesh are avaulable: galvanized steel

and plastic. The galvanized steel meah corrodes in a few weeks, due to corroauve

games leavung the pit. The plastic meah has m bonger lufetume, but the plastic

materual is aensituve to ultraviolet light from the sun. Cockroaches can also

bite through a plastic mesh, thum guving flies a free way in and out. The vent

pupe can also ho a complucation as uta conatructuon might become an obmtacle in

the implementation phame of the program.
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The seriousnesm of the fly problen can also ho a mubject for duacussion. Recent

studies carried out in Maxaquene showS a lumuted fly production from dry put

latrines (0—13 flues/day). Emrluer unvestugatuons had guven r,jntera around

300/day, which could ho very serious. No explanatuon for the dufference haa yet
been found.

Until more is known about the lufe of the fly—rnesh and the effectiveneas of

unroofed latrunea, the vent pupe has only been reconmended in special situations
where the mesh can ho checked and repbaced regularly.
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8. 1IttEItNTATI~11

One of the objectives of the latrune workshop was to mtudy the probbems of
implenentation. In an innplementatuon program, slabs and corntructuon service

should be provuded from a large nunber of workshops wuthin neughborhooda rather
than from a single centraluzed factory.

Various organizations could be coreidered for establishing workshops: state

execution, mtate enterprime, cooperatuve enterprise, private enterprume, or

self—help conatructuon. The problena of the first and the last forma have been

studied through our work in Maxaquene and Polana Canico. Plans for creatung a
building cooperative are now at an advanced stage, and one private entrepreneur

has trauned workmen for abab product ion through the project.

A syatematuc study of the workshops as centres for batrune production would ho a
natural contunuatuon of the project.

8.1 Ne4t~rhood Workshops

Within neighborhoods, construction workshops could have wude functuonm in the
fueld of houaing and general settlement upgrading. However, becauae of the

present shortaqe of planned areas for permanent housing; executive, funancual, and

control capacity; and an acute reed for better manutatuon; latrines, and mayho

wella, should ho the first taak for the workshops. Also, because of shortages of
building materuals, ut would be better to concentrate on latrunem as the quantity
of cement used for one normal house is enough for 200-300 latrune slabs or for 100
elevated latrines built wuth cement blocka.

8.2 State Emterprise

the staff at the latrune workshop at Maxaquene have been empboyed by the state
(the City Council and the National Durectorate of Housing). This has cauaed
admunustrative and practucal problema, but has facubutated requiaition of
transport and of building nateriala.

Being a research project, money from sales of sbabs and complete latrunes could ho
used to pay workmen and buy nore buuldung materuals. Nornalby, this is not
possuble and income from sales returna to the Minuatry of Finance. This problen

can be solved by creatung a mtatab firm (Empresa Estatab), although this umpbues a

bureaucratic procedure.

4 serious duffuculty wuth this atrategy is recruitment of workmen. This, by law,

must be adniniatered through the Munuatry of Labor, which has itm own rulea for
recruitment. Goed worknen could easuly ho recruited durectly by the workshop from
people who are known and who live close to the workshop.
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8.3 Cooperative

Bureaucratic problems could be overcome by creating cooperatuvea, where the
workmen themselvea take the responsubulity. Politically, this kind of democratic

product ion is strongly encouraged by the Mozambique Government, and a pilot

construction cooperative is being set up in the neughborhood of Inhagoua.

The workaen in Maxaquene were asked whether they were interested in fomming a

cooperative and, uf so, where they would like to start ut. After duscumaions
among the worknnen, the neighborhood of Inhagoua was choaen, and two worknen who
live in the area were oppointed as representatives in the preparation of the
project.

A proposal for the cooperative ham been detauled. It has been accepted by the
Nat ional Director of Houaung, who is responsible for the experiment, the
Durectorate of Constructuon and Urbanizatuon, which is remponsible for the
distribution of cement and transport, and funally by the local government un the
neighborhood unit, the Dynamizung Group, which us remponmible for the activitues
in their area.

8.4 Private Enterprise

One pruvate entrepreneur has, without economuc support from the project, found
workmen from the workshop at Maxaquene and is starting commercual production of
slabs and complete latrunea. His nam problems are transport and the supply of
cement.

Prelimunary unquuriem have been made with other pruvate firma located in areas
where latrune buildung is dufficubt beccause of high water tables. 1f extra
cement could be provuded, they would ho untereated in producung latrune mbabs.
High costa for transport of mand and cement are mentioned as aerioum obstacles.

8.5 Self-Help Construction

Self—help construction is tradituonal in latrune building. As mentioned earluer
in this report, ut haa technucal diffucultues un hyguene and safety. The workshop
program has been proposed as a compleaent to overcome much difficulties, but the
enormous capacuty of the people can only ho harnesmed if the most complicated
element, i.e., the mbab, um provuded as a prefabricated unut.

Self-help construction is, therefore, an important aspect of a latrune-buildung
program, if the workshop program is incbuded.
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8.6 transport

Transport is a major problem in Mozambique. Shortage of skibled staff reduces the
lifetime of the vehucles, and shortages of spare parts complucatem repaurs.

to start umplementation of the uniproved latrune program, three trucks wuth spare
partm have been requested from the Netherlands Government: two 7-ton tuppers
(four-wheel drive) and one 20—ton truck (four-wheel drive), with mpare partm.

8.7 Restricted Producta

As mentuoned earluer, cement and uron are atrateguc materuabn in the devebopment
of the country and thus are subject to restructiona. As baaic manutatuon is
conaudered a national prioruty, negotiations have been unituated with DIMAC, the
unut remponsuble for dumtrubutuon of buulding materuals, to assure supplies.
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9. D6TITUIIONAL LIRGNIIZATION

It was within the scope of the project to propose an organuzation and defune the
duvusuon of remponmubiluty for the mmplementation of the umproved latrune
program.

Every program for umplennentatuon must have an organimatuon that is responsuble for
uts execution. This organimatuon can ho deterinined in terms of specualuzatuon
(housung, health, etc.), and geographical remponsibulity (nation, city, provunce,
neighborhood unit, ~tc). It is in our long-term interest to defune objectuvem for
implementung the results of this project and to integrate sanutatuon into a
program for the general up—grading of the environment in suburban neighborhoodm.
The problem of up—gradung rural areas is not included here as the project has been
limited to peri—urban, self—buult settlementm as explauned earluer.

Wuth a traditional concept of latrine buuldung as “digging holes in the ground,”

health workers could amsume the whole responsubility for the program. Wuth more
sophustucated technucab molutuons, however, engineering requirements become more
important. For mewage systems, for example, the role of the health workers is
reduced to perioduc monutorung, whereas the responaubulity for project execution,
aaintenance, etc., is wuth the engineering boduea of the City Councibm and the

Munustry of Public Works, wuth Houmung as the reaponsible ninustry4

For uaproved latrunes, the importance of the partucipation of health workerm is
dear. The exustence of batrunes is an absolute necessity for mauntaunung
environmental hyguene in denae settlements and the impact of a latrune—buildung
program on public health mught ho narginal iS ut is not accompanued by health
education.

Organization of workshops for latrine building and other activitues for the
general improvement of the urban environment is not nornally the role of health
workerm. According to the Nationab Director of Preventuve Meducune, “a muniatry
of doctorm mhould not try to enter into the fueld of the enguneers.”

The project therefore proposes that the Muniatry of Public Worka and Housung and
its suborganuzatuore asmume the responsibulity for the engineering component of
the program as well as for organizung workshops, training workaen and technicians,
and dustributuon of buuldung materualm, while the Minumtry of Health dedicates
itself to sanutary education.

9.1 National Level

The Natuonal Directorate of Water, the responmuble body for mewered manutatuon,
employs sanitary engineers mome of whon have been unvobved in this research

program. However, in dimcussuore on how to divude remponsibulitues, it was
concluded that connmunal sewers are the responsubility of the Munustry of Public
Workm but latrunes belong to Housung. The procesa of construction and mauntenance
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as well as the remponsubuluty for funancung the two mystens are dufferent and
should not ho nuxed: the latrune, as is a dwellung, is a pruvate responmubiluty,
whereas roada and sewers are public. It is therefore reamonable that latrune
buuldung should be the responsibuluty of the National Directorate of Housung.

The National Durectorate of Water mhould also be involved in the future because
latrine—buildung programs night threaten the quality of drinking water. Their
partucupatuon should ho limuted to monitorung the latrune—buuldung program, unlems
ut is contuned wuth a water—aupply program.

the role of the staff from the Munistry of Health is critical, as it is they who
are responmuble for the health of the peopbe. The Nationab Durectorate of
Prevent ive Medicune indicates when and where latrune—buildung programs should be
unitiated, and the technical preparation um done by the National Durectorate of
Housung. The Directorate of Preventuve Meducune’s robe is to ensure that the
program advancem in accordance wuth public health needs.

Another important taak of the health workers is sanitary education, wuthout which
the impact of any latrune—buildung program is united.

9.2 City Level

A general line in the resolutuon from the first National Meeting of Cutiem and
Communal Neighborhoods in Mozanbuque is that the City Counculm (Conmelho Executuvo
da Cidade The City’s Executuve Councul), together with the Dynanizung Groupm
(Grupos Dunanusadores) in the neughborhood units, are responsibbe for unplenenting
programs that concern the cuties and conmunal neughborhoods.

It has been the Mozambique Government’s plan to create parallel unatututional
atructurem at both national and city levelm. Thua correspondung bodues can be
found at both levels, even uf, at the city level, two or more organuzatuons have
been grouped together that exumts as separate inmtututions at the natuonal level.

For varuous reasona, this mymten is not folbowed completely. However, the project
has tried to nauntaun the divusuon of responmibulity proposed at the national
level, and at the level of the City’s Executuve Councul. The project, therefore,
proposes that the executung responsibiluty for latrine—buildung prograns stay wuth
the Durectorate for Conmtructuon and Urbanuzation, the body at the city level that
corresponds to the Munustry of Public Workm and Housung, a gouvernnental body
which uncludes the National Durectoratem of Water and Houaing. Thus organization
should deal with all planned or reorganuzed aettlement areas. Eventually, the
Directorate of Urban Services will ho responauble for sanutatuon in existung
areas. In any event, the quemtion is atull subject to discumsion.

The City’s Health Durectorate (Dureccao de Saude a Cudade) corresponds, at the

city level, to the Minustry of Health. It uncludes the Preventative Meducune

Centre (Centro de Prof ilaxua), whuch corremponds to the Nationab Durectorate of
Prevent ive Medicune.
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Ehe responsubuluty for the health situation in the city is, therefore, under the

responmibubity of the Cuty’s Health Durectorate, who through the Preventatuve
Meducune Centre inducatem where and when latrune—buildung canpaugns should ho
organuzed.

Execution of a campaugn should then ho carrued out through the City Council’s
Directorate of Construction and Urbanization, who also are responsuble for mettung

up workshops and guaranteeung the necesmary buuldung nateruals and their
transport. Eventually this will ho done in cooperation with other branches of the
City Council.

9.3 Nei~iborhoodLevel

As the City Councul (Conselho Executuvo da Cidade) um the government at the city
level, the Dynamuzung Group is the responsuble aithoruty at the neughborhood
level. Again, in the Dynaauzung Groups, there exist duvisions of remponmubuluty.
Ehus, there are representatives for health and housung also in the Dynamuzung
Groups.

Eac’h neughborhood unut is duvided unto cells (cellulas) wuth the numhor of cella
depending on the size of the neighborhood unut. Each cebb is duvided unto
quarters (quarterôes). At celi and quarter levels, representatuves are chosen by
the people. Even here one can fund personm who are responsible for health aspects
much as vaccunations and hygiene.

In a program for buildung umproved batrunes, the Dynamuzung Group mhould be
responsibbe for dussemunation of information to potentual buyers. The permon
remponsible for housung should organuze inplenentation actuvuty whule the health
people concentrate on the health aspectm and promote sales.
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10. WNTIMJATION NU) FOILOW-LP

Ehum project has been lunited to developung sanitatuon technobogy for ultra

low-cost peru—urban houmung. However, ut us recomnended that technucal solutions

for rural and noderate-comt urban housung also ho developed. The questuon of fly
control needs special attention.

On the basis of the experuence during this project, an organuzed batrine-buildung

program was uncluded in the proposal of the Central State Plan for 1982, as well

as the proapectuve unducatuve plan for the decade 1981—90.

By 1990, the total need for improved pit latrinem is emtinated to ho about 700,000

units (proposal of September 1980). To reach this target, decusuonm will have to
be nade about training, organuzatuon, and so on. Research into these areas is a

priority.
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Apperilix A

LATRII� TYPES NU TILIR PIEFABRICATED atwwis

The product uon of slabs and the moulds needed are preaented in Appendux 8

“Productuon of thun latrune alaba of nonreinforced concrete.”

the useful life of the latrines is cabcubated on the basis of a

sludge—accunulation rate of 30 lutres per person per year.
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P1~I~ af Single ~ Hultiple Latrinee

Dimensions ere in metres.

4~f1.0 1.5

J1.-~ ~k~1I.~IE±5I~ ~.0

tatrine elone Latrine and bath

1.5

~0 j

Set of 4 units

Note: For type 51 to 53 s~abs, the diemeter should be 1.5 m not as shown.

~oÏ
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Latrine Type 50 I~roved Traditional Latririe

11
‘—tsr Box wuth bid and foot—reat

top view

T”?
II

,1

\

Perspective of box with

lid and foot—rest

type: Inproved tradutional put

Soli: Stable

Water tSHe: 3 m or more

Useful voltae: 1 .70 m3

Uaefui life: 11 years per 5
permons (uf wonden parts

are not destroyed by rot

and termutem)

Cross mection

crap material covered

wuth plastic sheet

II

t——

‘---t--—

N

—7-- --4

II
LJ
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Letrine Type SI for 5t~le Soil

Soil stabilizattori for 0.5 m around
the pit to prevent penetrat ton of

surface water, if necessery

Type: Earth pit

Soil: 5t~1e

Water t~le: 3 m or more

Ueeful volte: 1.70 m3

Liseful life: 11 years per 5 persons

Cross section

fop view

/

/

\
1

//

1.50 m
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Latrine Type S2 for LeesSt~le Soil

Type: Lined pit

Soil: Lesa stable

Water t~1e: 2.4 m or more

Voeful volte: 2.20 m3

lieeful life: 14 years per 5
persona; can be increesed

if the pit is rende deeper

and wider at the bottom

Cross section

irf1$~r id

Concrete elab Mortar seal

Vertical joints with

cement only in top

two courses; below

that joints are open

e

‘.0

.::::27’ ‘/ z::

- 1.40~m

Top view

1.50 m 1.
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Latrine Type 53 Elevated Latrine

69

Type: Elevated pit

Soil: Less stable

Water t~ile: Very high (ground

water not for domestic use)

U~ful volt: 1.2° m
3

Uaeful life: 8 years per 5

persons but possibly
more as the water may

cause better digestion

of the contents

-~1

- -

Cross section ~jç,~L1d

Concrete slab
Mortar semi1 1 Wall

Maxi mum

Lined wails

Nl!

:::~ /,-) ‘•

~-------—~:/J’.~. -

Water

t’

L

All joints with mortar above
ground level but open

II
— - — norma.I

belowII

‘~:‘~ij~
bp view

1.40 m
•I



Latrine Type S4 Bore—Hole Latrine

Cross section

Top view

Type: Bore-.hole pit

Soil: Stable send (stonelesg)

Water table: 8 m or more

Iiaeful ~.olrae: 0.5 er3

iJseful life: 1 year per 5 persons

Note: Because the smaller diameter gives

litile compaction of the contents,

the cate of a~cumulation is higher.

l~roveaent of ~r existinq tatrine

Before improvement

After improvement

Existing walis

TT
ii

II

II
First bore hole

Secoixi bore hole

Urinal 1

Bore hciles

Ij

51mb with socket

Fili

0.3 m

0

c

~0.6m
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Hole—box With Lid for Latrine Type 50

Measurerrrents in millimetres

Material: Well dried wond of any quality, treated with motor au diluted with

diesel oil (1 + 1).

Handle should be furmly fixed with wedge from the bottas to ensure that it does

not come out.

~.— ~~~~1

400

440

1~

180

20 ___

T
150

1
~!

150 190

20 1.
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Frnt—rest Frae for Latrine Type 50

Measurements in millumetrea

Material: Wond of any quality treated with motor oil duluted (1 : 1) or wuth

diesel oul.

Note: The frame should fit
eamuly around the

wonden box.
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1 .50-.a-Dt~eterNonreinforced Cor~rete Sl~ for S1-S3 Latriries

+

-lMeasurements in millumetres

Cross section

6

Lid

:F 450 400 450 ,~ 1oo~1500
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1 .2Ü-..-Di~ter Norireinforced Concrete Slab for S2 Latrines

Measurements in millimetres

Crosssecti 0fl

~

~d — —~

1200

~r
II, —
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60-c.—SquareNonreinfOrcedConcreteSl~ ~ Base for 54 Bore-hole Latrjne

Measurementa in mullimetres

Cross section

1~îfr4~~1 _:~40

top view

1
l.c~ ~L
I ~41 \Q.~

14 4~1
14
LL4.

It

150

H

600

j~600~
51mb

t
1.

Base
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H~idle for U~Lid

Measurements in millimetres

Material: Reinforcing iran 6-rem diameter; total length 700 mm

L

100 ‘t

200

Note: The loop is for attachment

of a string to the lid to

prevent it from being lost
in the latrine.

300
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Peripberal Sheet Hete! Houlde

Material: Preferably 1.0 mm galvanized sheet metai

r

t
Note: To achieve the necessary length, the sheet metal normally needs to be

joined. This is normally done as “hook—1~ping”. As the lifetime of the
mould normally depends om the joints, the laps must be as small as
possible, well hammered, and preferably soldered.

Measurements (in mullimetres) for cutting and bending

1.20-s mould: Cutting 100 X 3970.

1.50-m mauld: Cutting 100 X 4910.

—

Tin solder

Hook lap

1200
1500

Bending 100 + 3770 + 100
Bending 100 + 4710 + 100
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Rotating Ardi Foruers

Measurements in millimetres

Material: Preferably hardwood

Arch 1.20-m diameter

80 .f 300 200 .1~ 200 300 80

1160

0k~
£t—mm dieni.

4—~nm diam. 30

4

4’
L

Arch 1.50-s diameter

1~ -~

100

+
80 .J’ 450 200 1~ 200 .1~ 450 80

.1’ 1460

0V
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The Foot-Rest Hould

Measurements in millimetres

Material: Preferably 10 mm water—resistant plywood. 1f treated regularly with
motor oul, a nonwater—resistant quality will do.

100

100 1’ ~ >

The edges of the foot-rests are given
other-s can be left straight (detail 2).

1 ~

an inclination of about 300 (detail 1). The

2 T 1

-k
40

550

J

4’
40

J30~-
~nn
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HoIe Houlds

Measurements in millimetres

Material: Preferably hardwood (right) but softwood een be used (left) where

carpentry machinery is not available and the mould must be made by
hand.

125 11

4-inch nail

with cut he~

Softwood Mould

A workshop with a reasonable production of slaba will need more than one hole

mould because a lid will not fit exactly in a slab made with a different mould.

So that the lid fits perfectly, each hole mould used is mmde with a small

noticeable difference. Thus one can always find the lid that fits exactly into

the hole of the slab.

Nunters help to identify the different inoulde.

180

with out hemd

_100~

15~

5
100~

Hardwood Mould
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Appemlix fl

PRODUCTION(F THIN LATRI1’E tARS (F NOMWIPFOR(ID (X)NCRETE

This appendux shows how slabs are cast, complete with luds and foot—rests, and how
they are tested and transported.

The photos were taken while the method was being developed. In a few cases, the
photos show old models of moulds and handles. The drawings in Appendux A show the
funal design.

Complete latrines are presented in Appendix A “Latrine types and their
prefabricated elements”.

r~
- - 3

-* - ~Ç~.:-~------
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Fig. A—1 The sheet—metal mould is placed on flat ground, and the ends are fixed

wuth a piece of strung or uron wire.

~‘-!~ C-.
.3 ._, 9,

t.:

Fig. A—2 The hole mould is placed in the centre of a heap of sand.
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Fig. A—4 More mand is placed in the mould, and the arch is rotated to produce
the botton form of the slab.
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2 —. —.
t-

Fig. A—5 The heught of the sheet—netal mould is checked wuth a piece of wood of
the required suze. In this case, the correct heught is 4 cm.

7 -~

- -~- --

- ~s ~

,—~

Fig. A—6 The sand is covered wuth paper from cement bags or newspapers. (The
scussors are not ~solutely necessary.)

r ~- .-~

~:7
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Fig. A—7 Whule the rnould is being prepared, the concrete is mixed in the
proportions 1.5 3 : 2 cement, ruver sand, and 0.5—inch stone
respectively. These volumes are measured wuth o bucket. However, the
proportions should be tested at new workshops as the composition of
the sand can differ from place to place. The stone often contains
sand so that proportions may have to be adjusted.

Fig. A—8 rhe concrete is caref’ully spread over the sand between the hele mould

and the sheet—metal, leveled off, and compacted with a piece of wond.
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Fig. A—9 The inclinatuon unwards around the hele is made by hand with a mamon’a
trowel. Note that there should be a distunct inclination inwarde to
guarantee that fecal matter enters the pit at the time of cleaning.
This is especially important at the rear part where the slab mught be
fouled by duarrhea.

- ~#_~ r-
~ ~ ~ ‘ ~-s~-_• •-

—- ~
-~ — ~_*- --*

Fig. A—1O The surface of the slab is then smoothened out.
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Fig. A—11 When the concrete has hardened a bit, the hele mould can be removed —

this is made easuer if the mould is t~ped gently first.

‘-‘-t

Fiq. A—12 To ensure the proper placement of the foot—rest, the foot—rest mould
is centred carefully over the hole.
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Fig. A—14 For record purposes and to identify errors in production, the
following items are written in the fresh concrete: cement muxture

(buckets of cement, ruver sand, and 0.5-inch stone), date of casting,
and a continuous nurrber, as a record of productuon and sale, end to

udentify the lid that is east in the hole of the slab, and bears the
mmme nunber. The unitials of the mason udentufy the person

responsuble if there are any errorm, and also encourage good
craftsmanship. The rurter of the hole—mould us wrutten “behund” the
hole to help in replacing any lost luds.

Fig. A—13 The surface is scratched to allow the cement to bond better.
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Fig. A—15 To make a new slab, the sheet—metal mould is pulled up with a pair of
pliers. It is then easy to make a new send nould on top of the slab

that is hardening.

Fig. A—16 By raising the rnould, several slabs can be made one on
casting a new one each day. After 1 week, the pule is

make the lids and foot—rests.

top of another,
dismantied to
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Fig. A—17 The lid is east in the hole of the slab in which ut is to be used.

The uron is bent for the handle. The aason who made the slab also
nakes the lid and foot—reets. He then has a personal responsubility
for the final product. As his unituals are on the slab end the lid,
any weaknesses in his work can be easily udentifued and corrected.

—

Fig. A—18 To prevent fresh concrete from sticking to the slab, wet peper im
used. As the concrete is hardening, a groove is made (in the niddle)

to unsert the hendle.
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Fig. A—19 The uron base of the handle is placed in the groove and covered wuth
cement. Here it is being supported wuth a piece of reed and a stone
whule the concrete sets.

r

Fig. A—20 The foot-restm ere made of stone—free cement mortar (1 part cement : 3
parta river send). The eason starts by cleaning and wettung the
scratched surface.
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Fig. A—22 The rnould can be taken away after a few minutes, but this must be done

eerefully as the cement does not lose its form.

t -

~ ~-:~ ~ ~
~‘J ~~__ ----, ‘~-- -

‘t -.- -

Fig. A—21 The foot—rest mould gives the correct form and posutuon.
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Fig. A—24 After 1 week’s curing, the latrine slab is ready for the security
test. To do this, the slab is placed on four woeden wedges, and
“loaded” with six persons standing in a line that runs between the
wedges. !~4ote: no one should stand over a supportung wedge.

~,--- —~°~Y

Fig. A-2.3 When the cement hardens a bit, the edges are smoothed.
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Fig. A—25 Slabs are made in the mornungs, and luds and foot—reats in the

afternoons, from Tuesday to Fruday. Mondays are for test loadung of

the previous production peruod and for unternal transport of slabs.
On Saturdays, the equupnent is cleaned and checked. Slabs must be

kept wet over the weekend. Slabs are not put in an upright position
until security tested. This ensures that mlabs are not sold untul

after test loadung.

Fig. A—26 To transport the slab e two—wheeled cart is used. One men from the

workshop accompaniem the cart to ensure that it will be returned to

the workshop.

~—~_-

-I
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Fig. A.-21 Here the slab is installed, ready to be used.
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Appendix t

IHNOWD TRADITIONAL IATR DES

For rural areas and other places where it is dufficult to instell latrune workshops for casting

round slabs, as illustrated in Appendix B, the sneller, 60 ets squere sleb (p~e 75) een be used

to inprove hygienic condutions for tradutionel letrines as en elternetuve to the “wooden box”

(page 66 and pp 71—72).
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IMPROVED TRADITIONIAL LATRINE FOR NOR.MAL SOIL

2

COMPACTED SOIL

/
/

/

60*60 cm

---~

GRRS$

SCRRP WOOD

POLtS OF

HRRDWOO~

- -

—

—-

— — —

/

11
—

\

— — -

1~’
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